In this riveting Talk, Mother Maya shares remarkable gems from her relationship as protégée, student and friend of Stella Adler. With great reverence, and sublime humor she recalls extraordinary conversations with Stella that occurred over a period of eighteen years.

In her exploration of the great European and British playwrights with Stella, Mother Maya delves into the basis of their ideology and methodology in the Vedic principles of Self, God & Universe—the cosmology of oneness.

Location:
Stella Adler Studio of Acting,
31 West 27th Street, Floor 3,
New York, NY 10001

For More Information:
Phone: 212-689-0087 or 800-270-6775
E-mail: Nina@stellaadler.com
www.stellaadler.com

At the age of 16, Maya arrived at the Stella Adler Conservatory of Acting and was taught, nurtured and mentored by Stella. She was privileged to a profound and enduring friendship with Stella that lasted more than 2 decades.

For more information on Mother Maya's outstanding humanitarian and wellness work, go to:
www.mothermaya.com ~ www.mypeacevow.com